An inverse transversal of a regular semigroup S is an inverse subsemigroup S° that contains precisely one inverse of each element of S. Here we consider the case where S is quasi-orthodox. We give natural characterisations of such semigroups and consider various properties of congruences. The sub-bands I and A, which are respectively left regular and right regular, are such that I fl A is the semilattice E(S°) of idempotents of S°. Together with the inverse subsemigroup S°, they form the building bricks in the structure theorems of Saito [5] .
An inverse transversal of a regular semigroup S is an inverse subsemigroup T with the property that \T D V(x)\ = 1 for every x e S, where V(x) denotes the set of inverses of x e S.
In what follows we shall write the unique element of T D V{x) as x°, and T as S° = {x°; x e S}. Then in S° we have (x°)~' = x°°, so that x° = x oo° for every x e S. Fundamental properties of the unary operation x i-»x o in such a semigroup are (a) [4] (Vx, y e S) (xy)° = (x°x),)°x° = y°(xyy°)° = /(x°xy/)°x 0 ;
00 [2] (Vx, yeS) (x/)° = /°x°, (x°y)° = fx°°; (?) [7] I = {e e S; e = ee°] and A = {/ e S; / =/"/} are sub-bands of S; (<5) [5] S is orthodox if and only if (Vx, y e S ) (xy)° = y°x°.
The sub-bands I and A, which are respectively left regular and right regular, are such that I fl A is the semilattice E(S°) of idempotents of S°. Together with the inverse subsemigroup S°, they form the building bricks in the structure theorems of Saito [5] .
In this paper we shall be concerned primarily with the case where S is quasiorthodox. Yamada [8] has defined a semigroup S to be quasi-orthodox if there is an inverse semigroup F and a surjective morphism q>: S -*• F such that, for every idempotent e e F, the pre-image of e under <p is a completely simple subsemigroup of S. A regular semigroup S is quasi-orthodox if and only if the subsemigroup (£(S)) is completely regular.
Saito [6] has proved that if S is regular with an inverse transversal S° then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is quasi-orthodox; (2) (Vx, yeS) (xy)°(xy)°° = y°x°x°°y°°; In the same paper, Saito proved that if S is quasi-orthodox then S is orthodox if and only if S° is weakly multiplicative, in the sense that (AI)° c E(S°). Now if S is orthodox it follows by (5) and (e) that S is quasi-orthodox. Since i° e E(S°) for every i e I and 1° e £(S°) for every / € A, it is clear that if S is orthodox then S° is weakly multiplicative. Hence the following statements are equivalent:
(1) S is orthodox;
(2) S is quasi-orthodox and S° is weakly multiplicative.
Example 1.
Let S be the set of real singular 2 x 2 matrices having a non-zero entry in the (1, Imposition, and let M consist of S with the 2 x 2 zero matrix adjoined. Then, as we have shown in [1] , M is a regular semigroup and relative to the definitions
the set is an inverse transversal of M.
Consider the subset Q of M given by 
[
In what follows we shall require certain properties of congruences. For this purpose, we let Con S be the lattice of congruences on the semigroup S, and denote by Con S the sublattice of ""-congruence, i.e., congruences 9 with the property that (x,y)e9 implies (x°, y°) e 9. In [2, Theorem 1] we have shown that if X e {I, S°,\] then Of particular interest are those congruences on X e {I, S°, A} that are special in the sense that they can be extended to °-congruences on S. In [2, Theorem 8] we have shown that i € Con I is special if and only if
In what follows, for X € {I, S°, A} we shall denote Green's relations on X by C x , TZ X , and Ji x . By a result of Hall [3] we have that £ x , TZ X , 7i x are respectively the restrictions to X of £, U, Ti on S. Proof. Since I is left regular, £, is a congruence and 7£, reduces to equality. Now, since I is orthodox with E(S°) a semilattice transversal, we have
Conversely, let i, j e l be such that i° =j°. Since i = ii° and i°i = i° we have
Corollary. £, w special if and only if, for all i, j e I,
We shall denote by /* the biggest idempotent-separating congruence on S°. For every idempotent-separating congruence n on S° we let ©" be the relation defined on S by
Theorem 2. If S is a regular semigroup with an inverse transversal S° then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) Sit quasi-orthodox;
(2) £, is special;
Then (2) follows by the Corollary to Theorem 1. 
Thus (xy) oo (xy)° = x°V°/ x° and so S is quasi-orthodox.
(1) •«• (3): This is similar.
(1) => (4) Hence, if (x, y) G ©" we have (x°x°°, y°y°°) e n and therefore, since it is idempotentseparating, x°x 00 = y°y 00 . Applying the above observation we deduce that, for every aeS,
Since (x°, y°) G n it follows that Proof. This follows immediately by Theorem 2.
•
In order to proceed, we require some general facts concerning "-congruences. In [2] we have established the general form of such congruences. Specifically, we define a triple (i, n, A) e Con I x ConS" x Con A to be 
MhhTJM^lei
[a]
The set BLT(S) of balanced linked triples forms a lattice that is isomorphic to Con S.
Every 9 e C o n S is of the form 4*(i, 7t, A) where (i, rc, A) e BLT(S) and (a, ft) e «F(j, T:, A) o-(aa°, bb°) € i, (a°, &°) e n, (a°a, b°b) e A.
Concerning the special congruences on X e {I, S°, A} we have also established in [2] the following results:
(A) if i e Con I is special then the biggest extension of i to a "-congruence on S is the congruence i e Con S given by In this case the biggest extension of n e Con S° to a "-congruence on S is the congruence it e Con S given by In view of Theorem 2, when S is quasi-orthodox there are balanced linked triples of the form (C x ,-, -) and (-, -, H A ) . Since, by Theorem 1, £ and 72. reduce to equality on E(S°), the middle components of any such triples must be idempotent-separating congruences on S°. Conversely, any balanced linked triple of the form (i, n, A) in which n is idempotent-separating is such that i c £, and A c 7£ A . In fact, since in such a triple 'IE(S°) is equality we have, by Theorem 1, so that i c £ , , and similarly X c TZ A .
In order to establish the existence of balanced linked triples of the form (A, -, K A ) or, equivalently, the existence of "-congruences on S that simultaneously extend C Y and 1l A , we require the following general result. In what follows we shall denote by r the "-congruence on S generated by the set {(a, a°°); a e S). Proof. Let T be the set of idempotent-separating congruences n on S° such that ©" € ConS. Then for every a e S we have (a, a 00 ) e f|«r ©«• lt follows that C S f|«T ©n-For every i t e T w e then have C £ ©« and so C\s-£ ©»ls* = n -Hence Cly is idempotentseparating. Now 
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Consequently, ( = 0^ and therefore (1$. e T. It follows that Cly = m m T whence we obtain the result by Theorem 5.
We can now describe the balanced linked triples of the form (£,, -, 7£ A ). [5] , [e] the last two of which follow from the fact that n c p. Since (A. Cls». ^A ) e BLT(S) and Clr ^ n, the triple (£,, n, 7£ A ) also satisfies [fl. Hence (£" 71,7^A) e BLT(S).
• It is easily seen that p is a "-congruence on Q that identifies ^4 and A°° for every 4 e Q. Consequently, ( c p. Observe now that since the congruence ( identifies the matrices we see, on pre-multiplying by , that ( identifies the matrices \ 2x 2x~\ \x 0 2x 2 J L and, by recursion, identifies the matrices We shall denote by co^ the relation of equality on S°. As the following result shows, the "-congruence C can be used to provide a measure of the distinction between quasiorthodox and orthodox.
Theorem 8. Let S be a quasi-orthodox semigroup with an inverse transversal S°. Then S is orthodox if and only ifC\s° = % -

Proof. =>•:
If S is orthodox then we have the identity (xy)° -y°x° and so it follows by Theorem 3 that £o r e T. Since C\s° = m i n T w e deduce that £| r = <*V-«=: If Cly = Wy then 0 mj . € ConS and Theorem 3 gives the identity (//)" = l°i°. Thus (AI)° c E(S°) and so S° is weakly multiplicative. Consequently, S is orthodox.
